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Abstract—The reverberation chamber has become a
good alternative for over-the-air (OTA) testing of small
antennas. Here the uncertainty of total radiated power
measurements is evaluated for a reverberation chamber
at National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), Boulder, Colorado. A procedure for measuring
the uncertainty based on the standard deviation of nine
different antenna orientations in the RC has been used.
A model for the uncertainty, developed at Chalmers
University of Technology, has been evaluated for measurements in this chamber. The model is based on the
standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution for both
the non-line-of-sight and the line-of-sight components
together with an average Rician K-factor.
It is found that the agreement between theoretical
and experimental values are good and that the model
describes the uncertainty well for both various loading
in the chamber and various amount of platform stirring.

I. Introduction
Traditionally the reverberation chamber (RC) has been
used for EMC testing of electrical devices, but it has
the last twelve years been developed into a test facility
for characterizing small antennas [1]. It can be used for
measuring radiation efficiency, total radiated power, diversity gain, maximum available apacity of MIMO systems,
receiver sensitivity and data throughput [2]. The theory of
reverberation chambers is well understood [3], as well as
the uncertainty by which received power can be estimated
[4]. An improved model for uncertainty has been assessed
in [5]. The formulation is described in detail in [6], and
is based on a model where the uncertainty is caused by
a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) contribution in the chamber and
characterized by an average K-factor [7]. The model is
in [5] and [6] compared with experimental values from a
Bluetest reverberation chamber at Chalmers, also used to
demonstrate good uncertainty by comparison with measurement in anechoic chambers [8]. The subject of this
paper is to validate the uncertainty model with experimental measurements in a larger reverberation chamber at
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

II. Theory for Uncertainty Model and Average
Rician K-Factor
It can be argued that the the S-parameters S11 and S21
can be divided into two parts, one deterministic contribution and one statistic contribution. The deterministic
contribution will be the same as a free space contribution,
a line-of-sight (LOS) contribution. The statistic contribution comes from the stirred fields in the reverberation
chamber, a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) contribution. The
uncertainty in an average power estimate based on only
the chamber contribution (the NLOS part) is a traditional
relative Gaussian standard deviation [4]. In terms of the
number of independent samples, Nind , the standard deviation becomes as in (1). Nind is the product of number of
independent plate and platform positions and number of
chamber antennas used.
p
σN LOS = 1/ Nind Nind = Mplate Mpf Mant (1)
The deterministic contribution from the LOS is governed by Friis’ equation. The contribution is proportional
to the radiation efficiency if the antennas are oriented arbitrary. This is often the case with a normal user, and also
in the case with platform stirring. The standard deviation
of this estimation of efficiency will again follow a Gaussian
distribution and have the relation in (2). NLOS,ind is the
product of number of platform positions and number of
wall antennas that changes the angle of arrival so much
that they can be regarded as different contributions.
p
σLOS = 1/ NLOS,ind NLOS,ind = Mpf Mant (2)
The final formula for the RC uncertainty in an average
power estimate when accounting for the average K-factor
is expressed in (3) [5]. The standard deviation has been
weighted with the average K-factor, Kav , to account for
the relative distribution of the two contributions.
p
p
2
(3)
σ = (σN LOS )2 + Kav (σLOS )2 / 1 + Kav
The Rician K-factor is a measure of the amount of direct
coupling in the chamber relative to the multipath component provided by the chamber. The K-factor varies with
position in the chamber, therefore it is convenient to use an

averaged Kav over all positions of the platform as defined
in [7].
X
X
Kav =
PLOS /
PN LOS
(4)
The parts in (4) are the same as for a normal Kfactor calculation: the amount of unstirred energy (the
LOS contribution) related to the stirred energy (NLOS
contribution). These can be calculated via the measured
S-parameters as [7], i.e,
PLOS =|S21 |2

PN LOS = |S21 − S21 |2

(5)

The bars in (5) represents the mean over all plate stirrer
positions, so that PN LOS becomes the variance of S21 .
III. Results and Conclusion
The RC at NIST has dimensions 4.3 m x 3.8 m x 2.9 m.
The stirring is performed by two rotational paddles, one
vertical and one horizontal.
To provide platform stirring the reference antenna was
placed on a positioner able to move in the x-y-plane, thus
the reference antenna will point in the same direction for
all points on the positioner.
To measure the uncertainty nine measurements of the
average power transfer function was made. The nine measurements represents three different orientations of the reference antenna (vertical, tilted 45 degrees and horizontal)
at three different heights. The standard deviation around
the mean of these measured power transfer functions was
taken as a measure of the uncertainty of the chamber.
The reference antenna used was a wideband (650 MHz3 GHz) discone antenna. As wall antenna a dual ridge
horn, pointed towards one of the stirrers, was used.
Relative total standard deviation from measurements
and the uncertainty model are compared in Fig. 1. The
results are presented in dB. The dashed curves represents
the theoretical values from the model and the solid curves
are experimental results. Both obtained by using one wall
antenna, nine platform positions and 100 unique stirrer
configurations.
The model works fine up to about 2 GHz where a
discrepancy occurs. This might be due to correlation issues
while the platform is not rotating so that the antenna
points in the same direction for all measurements.
A verification of the improved uncertainty model for a
new measurement environment has been presented. The
model coincide well with experimental values for the reverberation chamber at NIST and together with the results
in [5] this is a strong indicator for the validity of the
model. The model can describe the uncertainty both with
variations in loading and in amount of platform stirring.
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